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Program drivers

Program drivers

• Relevant Victorian Floods Review quotes

• FloodZoom is a software application to enable
the interpretation of flood forecasts into flood
consequences for use in flood warning
messages, flood response planning,
community awareness and land use planning
assessment.

– “Accurate and timely emergency warnings to communities are
critical in the saving of lives and mitigation of property damage.
Improvements are required to Victoria’s Total Flood Warning
System (TFWS) which needs to be better tailored to meet local
requirements.” (Final Report p4).
– “There are gaps in the gauging network, however, more flood
gauges will be of limited benefit without communities knowing
what warnings mean for them so that they can take the
necessary steps to ensure their safety and reduce property
damage. Enhanced flood risk planning, including coverage and
quality of mapping, coupled with community education is
required.” (Final Report p4).

Key objectives
• To collate and access flood behaviour and
consequences related material
• To assess flood behaviour and consequence related
material for use in locally specific flood warning
messages and land use planning appraisals
• To share flood related warnings and advices between
agencies for use in community awareness, flood
response actions and land use planning decision
making.

Stakeholder engagement
• Understanding the user needs and
requirements
• Engaging at various organisational levels
• Combining flood emergency response and
floodplain management aspects
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Requirements

Attributes and features

• 124 requirements
• Primary business requirements:

• Principal attributes

– Access to and sharing of flood related material
across numerous Control Centres during an event
– Aligns with functional incident response roles and
associated workflows
– Supports and enables business as usual activities
not just response during events.

– Web based platform
– Interoperability with other emergency management
systems
– User roles based access and workflows
– Highly available and disaster recoverable
– Scalable architecture
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Future developments

Flood warning gauges improvements
- 161 upgrades completed
- Around another 40 planned

• Continue feature development
• Expand land use planning aspects
• Explore interfaces with other systems:
– Victoria’s incident mapping and messaging systems
– Geoscience Australia’s NFRIP & Bureau's HyFS

Flood mapping and management studies
- Local studies: 38 townships
- Regional studies: 5 pilot projects

Questions & comments

• Insert studies map
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